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ABSTRACT 

Children who speak a non-mainstream form of English are at risk of being misidentified 

as having a speech sound disorder due to clinicians’ unfamiliarity with dialectal patterns. This 

study collected data on the speech productions of nine Spanish-English bilingual children ages 

seven to seventeen from Nogales, Arizona. This was done in order to document the presence of 

two suspected dialectal patterns for this region: /s/ à /z/ and /tʃ/ à /ʃ/. The /s/ à /z/ pattern has 

not previously been documented in the literature. The other pattern, /tʃ/ à /ʃ/, has been 

documented in sociolinguistic literature but it can be difficult for monolingual, English-speaking 

speech-language pathologists to access due to language constraints and limitations in the speech-

language pathology literature. Single-word and connected speech samples were collected, along 

with a speaker perception task. Four of these children demonstrated the use of at least one of the 

dialectal patterns in single-words and five demonstrated the use of at least one of the patterns in 

connected speech. The judgment task did not function as expected, making the data 

uninterpretable. These results suggest that these patterns are present in children in Southern 

Arizona. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to verify the presence of phonological patterns that might 

represent features of a dialect of speakers from Southern Arizona, specifically Nogales. We 

wanted to further document these patterns to prevent children from this population being 

misidentified for a speech sound disorder. What a clinician may perceive as an error could in fact 

be part of an established dialect and appropriate for speakers of this community.  

One of the patterns observed, /s/ à /z/, has not, to our knowledge, been documented in 

the literature, and we intend to provide documentation of it within this paper. The other pattern, 

/tʃ/ à /ʃ/, has been documented in the sociolinguistic literature, but we intend to provide further 

documentation of this pattern (Brown, 1989; Casillas, 2012; Mendez, 2017; Noregia, 2004; 

Ornstein, 1971; Owens, 2015; Post, 1917). While documentation of the /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern does 

exist in the sociolinguistic literature, it can be hard to access due to language constraints (i.e., 

some of these articles are in Spanish, and would therefore be difficult for a monolingual English-

speaking speech-language pathologist to access). Also, not all readily available resources about 

dialects clearly state that /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ is a feature of this dialect, and some use different symbols to 

represent the sound. 

For example, a speech language pathologist who was attempting to verify the influence of 

Spanish on English production could go to the website of the American Speech Language 

Hearing Association (ASHA), which has resources on this topic. However, none of the several 

links on the ASHA page on Phonemic Inventories Across Languages1 list this pattern as a 

                                                
1 https://www.asha.org/practice/multicultural/Phono/ 
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dialectal pattern of Mexican Spanish. We want to ensure that there is literature readily available 

for speech-language-pathologists about the presence of /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ in Southern Arizona to prevent 

clinicians from counting a dialectical feature as an error.  

Dialects  

A dialect occurs when a speech community selects which varieties of a language it 

chooses to implement as norms (Ardila, 2005; Spolsky, 1998), although this ‘choice’ is typically 

not overt. For example, we can see different varieties of a lexical item in a language used when 

referring to a carbonated, sweetened beverage: “soda” in the North, “coke” in the South, and 

“pop” in the Midwest. All of these words correspond to the same item, but, colloquially, 

different regions use the variety that is most prominent in their community when referencing this 

item. Phonology can also be affected by a dialect. Spolsky (1998) provides an example of the /r/-

less dialect used in Boston by upper-class citizens, wherein the English /r/ is omitted: “car” 

becomes /ka/ (p. 28). This is a regional pronunciation that has been implemented as a norm 

amongst a certain community within the region. Note that all speakers of a language use a 

dialect.  

As seen in the above examples, these variations often align with geographical locations, 

wherein a community ‘selects’ a norm amongst the varieties, and begins to use it in a consistent 

pattern (Spolsky, 1998). Standard form aside, a dialect is typically a form of language unique to 

a community. It is governed by rules that remain consistent across speakers, meaning that, while 

it is a unique presentation of a language, it nonetheless follows a set structure (Spolsky, 1998).  

Additionally, a dialect is typically intelligible to speakers who are not part of the 

community. There are simply different words or pronunciations used by these communities that 

vary from those of other communities (Spolsky, 1998). Certain rules, be they in regards to 
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grammatical construction (morphosyntax) or sound systems (phonology), might be different, but 

not to such an extent that the dialect is unintelligible to another English-speaker. For example, 

African American English is a dialect used in the United States. It is intelligible to non-African 

American English speakers, but contains unique productions that do not appear in Mainstream 

American English, the dialect of English that is seen as the ‘standard’ dialect in the United 

States. While these productions may at first seem like errors to those who do not speak the 

dialect, are not from the dialectal community, or are unfamiliar with linguistics, they are 

consistent among speakers of the dialect and follow set patterns and rules. For example, in 

African American English, it is common to delete final consonants: “five” become /faI/ (Hinton 

& Pollock, 2000). Again, someone who is not familiar with the dialect or linguistics might 

consider this to be a disordered pattern; however, it is intelligible to an English-speaking listener 

and a variation that is used by multiple speakers of the dialect. These consonants are deleted in a 

rule-based manner, word-finally, and follow this phonological rule when the speaker uses the 

dialect. Therefore, they have a grammatical construct that governs them and use of a dialect is 

not a disorder.  

A dialect can develop due to regional, gender-specific, class-specific, and a shared 

sociocultural history (Spolsky, 1998). The presence of dual languages within a community can 

also lead to the development of a dialect. The accent, or the speaker’s pronunciation of a word, is 

included in the dialect. We can see the presentation of a dialect, Spanish-influenced English, in 

communities in the United States that have a strong Spanish influence. This dialect has likely 

developed due to the influence of the Spanish language on the bilingual speakers’ use of English 

(Goldstein, 2001). While the focus of this paper is on the phonological impacts of Spanish-
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influenced English, it is important to note that this influence can present itself in the morphology 

or syntax of a bilingual speaker, as well as in phonology— as denotes a dialect. 

Spanish-Influenced English 

     As stated above, Spanish-Influenced English is a dialect seen in communities in which 

there is a large presence of bilingual speakers (Goldstein, 2001). The development of this dialect 

could be due to the interaction between languages suggested by Genesee (1998). The interaction 

between two languages can lead to cross-linguistic transfer, which will manifest itself as a dialect 

for that community of dual language speakers (Genesee, Paradis, & Crago, 2004; Paradis, 2001; 

Spolksy, 1998). The Dual Language System Hypothesis, proposed by Genesee (1989), theorizes 

that a bilingual child has two separate cognitive systems for his or her languages. Despite each 

language having its own cognitive representation, this model allows for some cross linguistic 

influences, in which a speaker might apply the rule of one language to another, but will do so in 

a consistent pattern (Genesee, Paradis, & Crago, 2004; Paradis, 2001). Bassetti (2014) suggests 

that this type of generalization, or influence, is there to make it ‘easier’ for a bilingual speaker to 

process the rules of a language.  

One idea about how this works is that a speaker will mark a rule from one language as 

arbitrary; that is, the rule will be considered ‘optional’ and not one that must always be followed. 

If a rule is arbitrary, then the meaning of something (e.g., a sound or word) will not be affected 

should the rule be violated. By marking a rule as arbitrary, the speaker does not have to 

remember two separate rules (one for L1, and a different one for L2). In this way, the speaker 

reduces his or her cognitive load. Bilingual speakers might have the choice between two rules: 

one in their primary language (L1) and a different one in their secondary language (L2). For 

example, a rule in Spanish requires that /s/ cannot appear in consonant clusters. If this rule is 
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applied to an L2, in this case English, then we expect to see a vowel epenthesized so as to avoid 

the cluster (e.g., “estop” for “stop”).  

While speakers could employ both rules, it is easier for them to generalize one language’s 

rule and mark the other language’s as arbitrary. As Spolsky notes, a consistent pattern amongst 

certain varieties will lead to the development of a normed dialect (1998). Therefore, these cross-

linguistic influences between English and Spanish have led to the development of a dialect 

(Spanish-Influenced English), which may even manifest itself amongst monolingual speakers 

who share a regional location with the bilingual speakers.  

For example, we can look at a common pattern seen in Spanish-influenced English in 

regards to phonology and orthography. This pattern is seen in the use of the phonemes, /v/, 

which does not occur in Spanish, and /b/, which occurs in both English and Spanish (Goldstein, 

2001). A speaker of Spanish-influenced English might produce /b/ in place of /v/ in English 

words (e.g., “berry” being produced as /vɛri/ instead of /bɛri/). This matter is confounded by the 

fact that Spanish still uses the grapheme, or letter, ‘v,’ in its orthography. Spanish has the 

phoneme /b/, which can correspond with two graphemes: ‘b’ or ‘v’ (Dean & Kroff, 2017). In 

comparison, English represents /b/ with a single grapheme, ‘b’, and has a separate phoneme, /v/, 

that is represented by the grapheme ‘v.’ Instead of using a phoneme that is non-existent in one of 

their languages, a Spanish-influenced English speaker might choose to use the phoneme that will 

generalize more easily: /b/. This becomes remarkable because it is a clear example of a different 

use of rules between dialects. While /b/ and /v/ are perceived as allophones – or versions of the 

same sounds – in Spanish, they are phonemes in English. Thus, in English, “very” is not the 

same as “berry.”  
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Again, we come back to the notion that there are community norms regarding which 

varieties of language are acceptable. A Mainstream American English speaker would not 

produce “very” as “berry” due to the phonology of their dialect; the change in phonemes also 

denotes a change in semantic meaning that is not acceptable for this particular dialect. However, 

a speaker of Spanish-influenced English would find either use to be acceptable. The community 

has determined that this particular variety is normal and further, it is contextually apparent when 

a speaker means “very” or “berry.” By using the context surrounding the word, listeners will be 

able to determine the appropriate semantic meaning of the utterance; thereby the phoneme /v/ 

becomes arbitrary.  

There are documented phonological patterns that are consistent across speakers of 

Spanish-influenced English (Fabiano-Smith & Goldstein, 2010a; 2010b; Fabiano-Smith, Oglivie, 

Maiefski, & Schertz, 2014; Goldstein, 2001). The ASHA website provides a list of references to 

which a speech-language pathologist can refer when determining expected phonological patterns 

in a client’s speech when that client speaks an L1 other than English. Goldstein (2001) presented 

typical influences that might be observed in a Spanish-English speaking child. Some examples 

include: “she” produced with an affricate, such that the production is /tʃi/; the final /z/ in “peas” 

is devoiced such that the production is /pis/; and stopping the /v/ in “vase” such that the 

production is /bes/ (Goldstein, 2001). All of the examples provided show English words which 

have undergone a change in production due to a Spanish influence. Specifically, speakers are 

using sounds that are shared across both languages, rather than using the sounds that are only 

present in English. He noted that the geographical location and dialect of Spanish could lead to 

variation amongst the speakers, but provided general guidelines to which a speech-language 

pathologist could refer when researching Spanish influences on English (Goldstein, 2001). 
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Environmental limitations (i.e., the sound environment in which a phoneme cannot exist) in 

Spanish also influence Spanish-influenced English. The most common example is that of the 

fricative, /s/. As noted earlier, in Spanish, /s/ cannot appear in a consonant cluster (e.g., /st/, /sk/) 

(Goldstein, 2001); there must be a vowel preceding it. In order to acquiesce to this rule, a speaker 

could epenthesize an /ɛ/ in front of the /s/. As stated earlier in the paper, this means that “stop” 

would become “estop.”  

The point is, someone knowledgeable about the linguistic structures of a bilingual’s two 

languages could predict the influence that one language might have on the other. An example of 

a clear table documenting common Spanish-influenced English trends can be found in Goldstein 

(2001). There are patterns and rules that are characteristic of both a dialect, and of the process 

that likely leads one language to influence the other. Therefore, a speech-language pathologist 

could use tables like Goldstein’s (2001) and use the linguistic knowledge of both languages to 

make inferences regarding the productions he or she would expect (and could mark as acceptable 

dialectal use), as well as those that would be unexpected, and thus likely to be marked as an 

error. 

Unexpected patterns  

The L4 Lab at the University of Arizona recently found evidence that suggested that there may 

be unexpected dialectal patterns in school-aged children from Nogales, AZ. As part of our lab’s 

data collection for another study, we found that up to 30% of 2nd grade Spanish-English bilingual 

children with otherwise typical speech skills in the Southern Arizona region were making two 

consistent, unexpected productions during the Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation— Second 

Edition (GFTA-II) production tasks (Goldman & Fristoe, 2000): /zɪzɚz/ for “scissors” and /ʃɛr/ 

for “chair.” Note that these children all had typical speech skills. The voiced alveolar fricative, 
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/z/, is not a Spanish phoneme and therefore should not be expected to replace /s/. Following 

Spanish phonology, if a child were to use Spanish-influenced English in his or her pronunciation, 

we would expect devoicing in “scissors”, such that the /z/ phonemes that appear in the word are 

produced as an /s/: /sɪsors/. These children used other patterns of Spanish-influenced English in 

their GFTA productions, particularly the /v/ à /b/ pattern (e.g., “vaccum” as /baekum/ or 

“shovel” as / ʃəbel/).  

We have seen documentation of /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern in the literature. Casillas (2012) noted 

the use of this pattern in medial positions following a nasal sound, and conducted his study on 

adult women from Northern Mexico. Mendez (2017) found that young men with a low 

socioeconomic status were more likely to use the pattern, and documented its use in both the 

initial and medial position. However, it should be noted that this pattern is 1) not amongst the 

Spanish-influenced English phonological patterns listed on the ASHA website for Mexican 

Spanish and 2) documented primarily in Spanish rather than English. It is anecdotally well 

known, and many members of the community are familiar with the pattern, and it is noted on the 

Wikipedia page for Northern Mexican Spanish. However, a monolingual English-speaking 

speech-language pathologist might have difficulty accessing the literature on this pattern if he or 

she primarily referred to the ASHA website, did not ask community members, or did not explore 

the sociolinguistic literature.  

When we examined the above productions in our lab’s sample, which included children 

from multiple cities in Arizona, we found that they were particularly prevalent amongst the 

bilingual children from Nogales, AZ. As a result, the purpose of this paper was to formally 

explore the presence of the two phonological changes listed above. Due to the consistency of the 
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errors, we posited that these errors may in fact, not be errors, but rather be indicative of a dialect 

unique to Southern Arizona. We created stimuli that would assess the following:  

• /s/ à /z/: the /z/ phoneme does not occur in Spanish, but was produced by the children in 

“scissors.” We chose to focus on the word-initial voicing in similar sound environments 

as scissors (i.e., multiple appearances of spirants in an all-voiced environment). The use 

of similar sound environments would, ideally, reveal if “scissors” itself is a word that is 

produced differently in the dialect or if voicing is a phonological pattern in the dialect 

when multiple instances of voicing are provided in the sound environment 

• /tʃ/ à /ʃ/:  bilingual children in our lab produced “chair” with the /ʃ/ rather than the /tʃ/. 

Our lab observed this pattern word-initially on the GFTA-II, but it remains uncertain if 

other environments (medial or word-final) might also elicit the pattern or if this is a 

production unique to the single word, “chair.”  

Our team collected data on the productions of child speakers from Nogales, Arizona in order 

to answer the following questions:  

1) Do speakers in this Southern Arizona community show evidence of use of these 

suspected dialectical features?  

2) Will the target sound productions be limited to individual words (lexical) or indicative of 

a phonological pattern that occurs in certain sound environments? 

3) Do the speakers of the community perceive the targeted sound productions to be 

appropriate and, if so, do they perceive the productions to be appropriate for children, 

adults, men, women, or all of the above?  
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METHODS 

Participants  

We received IRB approval for this study. The participants were nine typically-developing 

bilingual Spanish-English speakers between the ages of six and 17 who were raised in Nogales, 

Arizona and were therefore assumed to have aspects of the community’s dialect due to their 

ability to speak Spanish and their regional location. We selected the Nogales community for 

several reasons. The dialect varieties of Northern Mexico use one of these features, and we 

predict that it will be likely to appear in Nogales, due to its status as a border town adjacent to 

Northern Mexico. Due to its location as a border town, Nogales has a unique community where 

about 88.4% of the population speaks Spanish at home (United States Census Bureau, 2016). 

This is a unique environment that would support Spanish-influenced English. Additionally, the 

presence of such a large, bilingual community might mean that the dialect has spread to the 

minority of residents who are monolinguals. Participants were recruited from the local Boys and 

Girls Club. These children were fluent in both English and Spanish and acquired both languages 

in Nogales, Arizona.  

The parents of the children signed a consent form prior to the children participating in the 

tasks. Each child signed an assent form. As soon as the researchers had a signed assent and 

consent form, they began to present the materials. The researchers conducted all of the testing at 

the Boys and Girls Club in Nogales, AZ.  

In order to determine participants’ levels of proficiency and the use of each language at 

home, the children’s parents were asked to fill out a modified Language Experience and 

Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) regarding their child’s bilingual language skills (Marian, 

Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007). The questionnaire also contained questions regarding the 
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child’s developmental history, particularly in regards to language and speech. One of the 

children, Participant 1, had a reported history of speech services on his LEAP-Q2. However, he  

was not receiving services by the time of the study. One of the participant’s parents did not 

return a completed LEAP form. In this instance, the researchers talked to the child in Spanish 

and English to ensure that the child had conversational abilities in both languages.  

Table 1. – Participant Age and Linguistic Information 

Participant 
# 

Age Preferred Language 
According to the Child^ 

Parent Rated 
Ability in 
English*  

Researcher 
Rated 
Ability in 
English 

Parent Rated 
Ability in 
Spanish 

1** N = 10 Both (English) N = 7 N = 8 N = 7 
2 N = 11 Both (Spanish)  n/a N = 10 n/a 
3 N = 17 English  N = 8 N = 10 N = 5 
4 N = 13 Spanish N = 8 N = 10 N = 10 
5 N = 7 Spanish N = 4 N = 5 N =  10 
6 N = 9 English N = 10 N = 9 N = 9 
7 N = 8 Spanish N = 10 N = 8 N = 9 
8 N = 8 English N = 10 N = 10 N = 10 
9 N = 8 English N = 10 N = 10 N = 9 

* Rated from 1 to 10, with 1 being unable to speak the language and 10 being a fluent speaker 
based on LEAP-Q ratings 
** Previous history of speech disorder 
^ Both meaning the child claimed no preference, but reported using a language more when 
speaking with friends or at home 
 

We screened each child’s hearing prior to participating in the experimental tasks. Once 

the child had passed the hearing screening, the researcher moved on to the experimental tasks. 

All of the children passed the hearing screening. One of the participants reported a previous 

history of aural surgery, but was able to pass the hearing screening, and therefore participated. 

 

                                                
2 The family did not clarify what kind of speech service (e.g., language or speech), but noted that 
he had received these services in the past. 
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Design 

The experiment was split into three separate parts: a single-word production task, a connected 

speech sample, and a judgment task. The single-word productions were elicited based on images 

that a child named which were selected to test the potential phonological patterns. We then 

compared the percentage of pattern usage across participants to see how frequently, if at all, the 

pattern manifested. For the connected speech task, the children listened to a scripted story with 

multiple production opportunities for the patterns. We then calculated the number of words 

produced using the phonological patterns produced over the opportunities for participants to 

produce the patterns to find the frequency of productions. Finally, the judgment task consisted of 

a comparison of participants’ judgments about words produced with the potential phonological 

patterns based on the word and speaker.  

The first two tasks allowed us to assess usage of a potential dialectical pattern within 

speakers, and the last task allowed us to see if a person would consider the use of the pattern 

acceptable, even if he or she did not produce the pattern him or herself. We did not expect the 

speakers of a dialect to use the dialect all of the time. A previous study on dialect features of 

African-American English found that, on average, participants used dialectal features six percent 

of the time, with a range from .01 percent to 28-percent (Edwards et al., 2014). As we are 

focusing on certain words in which the dialect can appear, we do expect to see higher rates of 

dialect use of these targeted patterns in our participants, although we still would not expect 100% 

usage.    
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Stimuli 

Production Task 

Stimuli were selected based on the two words that were produced with unexpected 

productions on the GFTA-II during the original experiment, as well as some words that were 

anecdotally suggested by adult speakers from Nogales, Arizona as being pronounced in an 

unexpected way. All stimuli chosen represented potential phonological patterns that had been 

hypothesized to represent the dialect. (See Appendix A). We targeted two phonological patterns:  

• Voicing the sibilant: /s/ à /z/ 

• De-affrication of the palatal affricate: /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ 

The words were randomly presented in two groups, with 12 words per group (six control and 

six target). In regards to the first target (i.e., /s/ à /z/) we chose words that had a similar 

phonological environment to “scissors.” Note in “scissors” that all of the sounds apart from the 

initial /s/ are voiced and there are three opportunities for a voiced or voiceless sibilant. 

Therefore, our target words contained an environment that contained three opportunities for 

sibilant productions, with only the initial sibilant being voiceless. These target words were: 

“scissors,” “Caesar’s,” “Susie’s,” and “seasons.” The high frequency word, “scissors,” had 

elicited the pattern from children during the GFTA-II testing. However, the other words are 

lower frequency and were selected to determine whether or not the pattern would appear 

regardless of frequency. For the control words, we selected words that contained at least 

sibilants, but did not have an all-voiced environment (e.g., “circles” or “seats”).  

For the second target, /tʃ/ à /ʃ/, we chose words that contained the /tʃ/ in word initial 

position. The participants in the previous study had de-affricated the /tʃ/ in “chair,” suggesting 

that the de-affrication would be most likely to occur in initial positions. The target words for this 
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section included only word-initial /tʃ/: “chin,” “chair,” and “church.” In regards to “church,” we 

intended to look at the initial /tʃ/ rather than the final (though we did take note of a de-affrication 

of the final /tʃ/). This word was anecdotally recommended by members of the community as 

being frequently pronounced with an initial /ʃ/ and was therefore of an interest to us despite its 

use of multiple /tʃ/ phonemes. Our control included words that contained the /tʃ/ in medial or 

final positions. These were words in which we did not expect to see de-affrication.  

The researchers presented the stimuli using two PowerPoints (Set A and B) that contained 

images of the target and control words. The use of two separate power points was made due to 

two stimuli that we decided to keep separate. Two of the target words had similar environments 

that differed only by one vowel: “scissors” and “Caesar’s.” Due to the similarity of these words, 

they were kept in separate sets, with “scissors” in Set A and “Caesar’s” in Set B. Each target and 

control word appeared five times across the two slide shows, with the exception of “scissors” and 

“Caesar’s,” which occurred five times in their respective set of slides. The images were 

randomized and did not appear in any particular order that might influence production. 

In seven out of nine cases, a pair of researchers scored the productions online. One researcher 

scored the production while the other confirmed or contested the recorder’s selection. These 

productions were scored using an answer sheet that listed each word in the set. The sounds that 

were being investigated were bolded so that the researchers could easily identify which sound he 

or she should record. Beneath the words, there were two options, depending on the rule: /s/ or /z/ 

for the /s/ à /z/ words and “ch” or “sh” for the /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ words. Research assistants were 

instructed to circle the sound that they heard (e.g., if the child said /zIzorz/, the recorder circled 

/z/). If the researcher was uncertain as to which sound was produced, his or her partner would 

confirm or contest the initial judgment. If they confirmed the sound, they would signal this by 
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nodding when the other assistant looked at them. In the event that they disagreed, the partner 

would shake his or her head and, in some cases, point at the preferred sound. 

Connected Speech Task  

 The connected speech task contained the same words used in the production task, as well 

as some new ones with similar sound environments. However, these words appeared in a 

different context. The researchers designed a story that contained opportunities for the children 

to produce the two target productions in connected speech. A PowerPoint was used to deliver the 

story and played automatically for the child. Each slide contained a small ‘chapter’: two to four 

recorded sentences of the story with an animated visual for the participant to watch. During the 

child’s production, an investigator used a transcript of the story to record the sounds used in 

target words during the story. The target words were highlighted on the transcript, and the 

researcher would use an orthographic transcription of the word to indicate what sound he or she 

had heard (e.g., “Zusie’s” if the /z/ was used instead of the /s/ or “SHurch” when a /ʃ/ was used 

in place of the /tʃ/). Following this initial transcription, another investigator listened to the 

recorded sample, transcribed the entirety of the story, and performed a check on the original 

investigator’s transcription. The researchers took note of how many opportunities the child had 

to produce each sound (based on how many times the child produced a word containing the 

sounds being researched during his or her retell), then noted the number of times the child 

produced the target phonological pattern. See Appendix B for the transcript of the recorded story. 

Judgment Task 

  There were two sets of stimuli for the judgment task: a training and testing set. Both sets 

used the same speakers but contained different words for their stimuli. These words were 

recorded by eight different speakers: two bilingual children, two bilingual adults, two 
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monolingual children, and two monolingual adults. Gender was taken into account for the adult 

speakers. One male and one female produced the words for the recordings. This was done in 

order to determine if gender influenced the acceptability of the dialect. Casillas (2012) conducted 

his study on women and attributed the de-affrication to female speakers, while Mendez (2017) 

noted the prominence of the pattern in young men. Therefore, we decided to investigate the 

appropriateness of the pattern based on gender. For the children, gender was not taken into 

account. Female and male speakers do not have easily distinguishable fundamental frequencies 

prior to puberty, and gender would not be easily identified from a single word context. The 

bilingual speakers produced the word using the suspected Spanish-influenced English 

productions. The monolingual speakers produced the words using only the Mainstream 

American English dialect.  

The participants received a sheet with four different colored circles that served as 

‘buttons’ on it: ENGLISH, SPANISH, BOTH, or NEITHER. Using this, they indicated who 

could have made a production. Consideration was given to the use of culturally sensitive stimuli; 

this portion of the experiment underwent modifications in order to avoid stereotyping a group of 

speakers based on their ethnicity. Due to these decisions, the researchers decided not to use 

images of speakers, and instead had the participants use the above method.  

 During the training, the participants listened to a set of training items. The researchers 

had them listen to a word while looking at an image of it before the participant chose whether an 

monolingual English speaker, bilingual Spanish-English speaker, both speakers (monolingual 

and bilingual), or neither type of speaker could have said it. The training items contained 

different productions of two different items, with a total of eight items in the set. Six of the eight 

items were produced in either the Spanish-influenced English dialect or Mainstream American 
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English dialect by a child and an adult speaker of the dialect. The last two items were produced 

using an incorrect production. For example, “horchata” was produced as “cat” and then again as 

“gnork.” The training included these productions in order to train participants on the NEITHER 

button. This was to allow for the possibility that the productions we were hearing were actually 

errors and would be perceived as such by the members of this community.  

The testing set of stimuli contained some of the target words from the production task: 

“church,” “Susie’s,” and “scissors.” The control words were selected from two categories: words 

that did not contain the target productions (e.g., “dog” or “grass”) and loan words from Spanish 

(e.g., “horchata” or “quesadilla”). Both the monolingual and bilingual speakers produced the first 

group of control words without a difference. The loan words, however, were produced 

differently by the monolingual speakers. The speakers used over-exaggerated ‘English’ 

productions of the word (e.g., “kay-suh-dill-a”) that would be inappropriate for a bilingual 

speaker to produce. This would allow us to see if listeners judged the dialectal patterns as those 

reserved for bilingual speakers. In total, there were fifty-four recorded words included in the 

judgment stimuli set. See Appendix C for a full list of the judgment stimuli.  

 The recordings were presented with an accompanying image of the target word. As with 

the production task, the judgment stimuli were presented in a quasi-randomized order, so that the 

same words did not appear right next to one another. The speakers were randomized. Each of the 

target words was produced four times by the bilingual speaker (so that the two adult and two 

child speakers produced the word) and twice by the monolingual speakers. The control words 

were produced two times by each both the bilingual and monolingual speakers. The research 

assistant was given a sheet containing the items in the judgment set. Each item contained the four 
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options (ENGLISH, SPANISH, BOTH, NEITHER) and the research assistant would circle the 

option selected by the child.  

Procedures 

The participants completed the tasks outside of the Boys and Girls Club or in a room within the 

facility. The researchers used cell phones to record the responses. The participants used a set of 

headphones that completely covered the ear while listening to the recordings.  

Production Task 

The speakers viewed the production stimuli (i.e., PowerPoint slide of different images) and 

provided a name for the item. The production task was always administered first in order to 

prevent the participant’s productions from being influenced by any knowledge that might be 

acquired from making metalinguistic judgments on other speakers’ productions. Researchers 

trained participants on three items in order to expose them to the correct testing procedure. The 

participants then viewed either slide set A or B to begin. The researchers assigned the 

participants a slide based on their order of testing. If a previous child had received Set A, then 

the following child received Set B. The experimenter prompted them with, “This is a…” or some 

variant of a cue in order to elicit the correct production.  

If the child was confused or needed more assistance, the experimenter might provide 

another cue in order to elicit a spontaneous response (e.g., “they are not squares, they are…” for 

“circles”) or, if the child seemed unable to provide the correct answer, used a delayed response 

cue (e.g., “These are suits. What are these? They are…”). In the event of a delayed cue, the 

researcher made a note on the response sheet so that irregularities in production, perhaps due to 

the delayed response cue, could be tracked. After the participant completed his or her first set (A 

or B), the experimenter presented the participant with the remaining set. The experimenter 
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judged productions online and noted their decision on a sheet of paper, circling /s/ or /z/ for the 

voiced sibilant words or /tʃ/ or /ʃ/ for the de-affrication targets. Responses were also audio 

recorded for later reliability scoring.  

Connected Speech Task 

The researchers administered the connected speech task following the production task for 

each participant. This was done in order to encourage rapport between the researcher and the 

participant. The more comfortable the participant felt with the researcher, the more likely it was 

that he or she would produce spontaneous speech.  

During the connected speech sample, the children viewed a slide show with a pre-

recorded story with automatic animations, with the instructions that they would have to retell the 

story. First, the participants listened to the pre-recorded chapter. Then, they attempted to retell 

the story to the best of their ability. The researcher encouraged the children to use specific 

vocabulary in order to elicit the target productions. Each chapter presented the child with two or 

three opportunities to produce a word containing the target productions and ranged from three- to 

four-minutes long. In between chapters, the researchers encouraged the children to discuss the 

story beyond the retell. All of the researchers were told to ask the child questions about the 

chapter, and to point out things that they (the researchers) noticed. If the child missed an 

opportunity for a production, the researcher attempted to elicit it from the child before moving to 

the next slide (e.g., “Whose mother is that again? Remember, be specific.”). This was done in 

order to elicit as many spontaneous productions of the words as possible.  

The task was audio recorded in order to document all of the utterances made by the child. 

The child was asked to retell each slide immediately after it was presented. This was done in 

order to minimize memory load and encourage the use of specific vocabulary that contained the 
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targeted productions. The researchers made notes on-site about the productions that occurred 

during the retell. The researchers used a transcript of the story and marked the sound used in the 

target word (either /s/, /z/, /tʃ/, or /ʃ/).  

Reliability 

Undergraduate and graduate students in the department of Speech, Language, and 

Hearing Sciences at the University of Arizona assisted in scoring the connected speech samples, 

both as the researcher during the in-person productions and the reliability check for the revisited 

recordings. The students were trained on which words to transcribe (i.e., those with the target 

sounds), and had to observe a transcription prior to doing one of their own. Each transcription 

was rechecked by another student or researcher. The initial recorder scored the recordings, in 

addition to noting unique productions while eliciting the sample. A second assistant provided a 

reliability check in addition to the original scorer’s transcription. This consisted of the assistant 

re-listening to the production and, in the case of a word being particularly difficult to assess, 

reviewing the word’s spectrogram to determine which sound was produced. These assistants 

marked the productions of the stimuli and any instances of spontaneous productions (as did the 

original recorders, to the best of their ability).  

The overall reliability ranged from 76% to 100%. Several of the in-person recordings did 

not accurately record all of the production opportunities made by the child due to background 

noise, which made it difficult to compare with the off-site transcription. In the case of the 

transcriptions with a lower rating, the recorder often noted that he or she did not hear a certain 

sound (usually with a question mark above the word), left out a spontaneous production, or there 

was a disagreement as to which sound was heard. These differences were resolved based on the 

transcriber’s judgment as to what was recorded, particularly in instances in which a word was not 
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transcribed or the original recorder was uncertain as to the production. In one case, a word’s 

spectrogram was reviewed, but the resulting noise during the recording made it difficult to use as 

an aid in assessment.  

Judgment Task  

Prior to beginning the task, the participants received training on how to use the buttons. 

None of the participants failed the training (e.g., chose SPANISH when the word was 

pronounced in an exaggerated, Mainstream American English dialect), and as such all moved on 

to the testing phase. Due to the uncertainty regarding the NEITHER button, the two training 

items requiring a NEITHER were allowed to be missed, so long as the researcher addressed the 

answer with the child (e.g., “Hmm I’ve never heard that said that way before! I would have 

chosen NEITHER for that one.”). The participants had eight opportunities to make a correct 

judgment of the speaker’s linguistic abilities. The researcher noted each response for the slide. 

No cues were provided following the training set. If the child had questions, he or she was told to 

“do your best.”  

The testing phase entailed the same task as that of the training, wherein the participants 

listened to words while looking at pictures of the target. They selected a button based on whether 

or not they felt that a bilingual speaker, monolingual speaker, both, or neither would produce the 

word. We did not determine a reliability for judgment results given that the responses were easily 

recorded on-site and the participant could reiterate his or her selection if necessary.  

RESULTS 

Single-Word Production 

 Of the nine children who participated in the study, five of them demonstrated use of at 

least one of the phonological patterns. Therefore, more than half of the children used one of the 
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patterns in the single word condition. Table 2 shows how many of the nine children used each 

production.  

Table 2., Number of Children Demonstrating Each Dialectal Pattern 

 /s/ à /z/ Initial /ʃ/ Medial /ʃ/ Final /ʃ/ 

Participants n = 5 n = 3 n = 1 n = 0 

  

Pattern: /s/ à /z/  

 While the overall amount of /s/ à /z/ productions were examined, we also looked at the 

use of the pattern in each of the target words. This was done to determine whether or not the 

participants were limiting their productions to a single word, which would suggest that the 

pattern was lexical rather than phonological. Notably, all of the /s/ à /z/ target words were 

produced with the phonological pattern by at least two of the five children who used the /s/ à /z/ 

pattern. The “scissors” productions most frequently contained the /s/ à/z/ pattern out of the five 

target words; it was both the word most likely to contain a /z/ and the word in which children 

most consistently re-produced the pattern (Table 3 and Table 4).  

Table 3 - Participant Production of /s/ à /z/ Pattern Per Target Word 

Participant # Scissors Susie’s Caesar’s Seasons 

1 0/5 2/5 0/5 1/5 

4 2/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 

5 5/5 1/5 5/5 0/5 

6 1/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 

7 1/5 1/5 3/5 1/5 
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As can be seen in Table 3, the children did not always use the patterns in their productions. It 

remained inconsistent across children during the single-word task. In contrast, none of the 

control words contained a voiced sibilant in the initial position.  

Pattern: /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ 

In regards to the /tʃ/ words, the above Table 2 demonstrates that four children used the 

palatal de-affrication pattern. Note that the medial placement control was present in one child’s 

production. Otherwise, the word-initial de-affrication appeared most frequently across subjects. 

The child who produced the medial /tʃ/ used it in all of the three words containing the medial 

placement. Table 4, presented below, shows the number of times each child used the pattern in 

each of the stimuli.  

Table 4 -  Participant Production of /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ Pattern Per Target Word 

 Church Chair Chin Nachos Teacher Roaches 

1 0/5* 0/5 1/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 

5 4/5 5/5 4/5 5/5 3/5 4/5 

7 0/5 5/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 

*Did not know the English word for “church” 

As with the /s/ à /z/ productions, the children overall did not consistently use the de-

affrication in their productions. The only notable instance in which this was not the case was 

with the word “chair” – note that this is the target word that also appears in the GFTA-II. Both of 

the children who produced /ʃ/ for “chair” did so in all five opportunities. In the case of “church” 

and “chin,” the children were less consistent in their use. While /ʃ/ did appear in 56% of the 

medial-position controls for one child, the final-position control words did not contain the pattern 

in any of the children’s productions. 
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Connected Speech 

The connected speech task elicited productions containing both of the suspected dialectal 

patterns. Overall, five of the nine participants used the target phonological patterns in their 

connected speech samples (Table 5). The five who produced the target patterns changed across 

the single-word task and the connected speech task, both in which participant was using the 

patterns and what patterns were used. One of the participants had not previously used any of the 

patterns in the single word task. A second participant had used the /s/ à /z/ pattern in the single-

word production task, but not the /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern. Notably, during running speech this 

participant did produce the de-affrication of the palatal affricate, but only in the word “chair.” A 

third participant who had used the /s/ à /z/ pattern in the single-word production task did not use 

any of the patterns in connected speech. It should be noted that this participant only used the /z/ 

for “scissors” once and otherwise had no instances of the dialect in the single-word production 

task.   

Table 5 – Number of Children Demonstrating Dialectal Pattern in Connected Speech 

 /s/ à /z/  Initial /ʃ/ Medial /ʃ/ Final /ʃ/ 

Number of 
Children 

n = 5 n = 4 n = 1 n = 1 

 

One participant used a /ʃ/ in the word-final position but was the only one to do so and did 

not repeat the de-affrication after the initial production. In terms of the medial /ʃ/, the same 

participant who used the medial /ʃ/ in the single-word task continued to do so frequently in the 

connected speech task. Otherwise, the initial /ʃ/ pattern was the most frequently used amongst 

participants, with only one of the five not doing so. The percent of pattern use by participant 

varied but appeared in a notable number of their productions (Table 6).  
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Table 6 – Percentage of Pattern Use by Participant 

Subject # /s/ à /z/ Initial /ʃ/ Medial /ʃ/ Final /ʃ/ 

1 16.17% 25% 0% 0% 

2 28.57% 16.16% 0% 0% 

4 27.27% 0% 0% 0% 

5 80% 25% 28.57 0% 

7 22.22% 36.36% 0% 0% 

  

Two of the children demonstrated use of the pattern in two words with a different 

phonological environment during the connected speech task: “Susie” and “Caesar.” These words, 

while containing an all-voiced environment, did not contain the same environment seen in the 

target words (e.g., “scissors”). That is, “Susie” and “Caesar” contained only two opportunities 

for the sibilant, while the target words we selected for our study contained three, though the 

entire word was voiced aside from the initial sound. The slight difference in the environment 

might indicate that the pattern is not limited to the specific environment found in “scissors,” and 

may just require a sibilant that precedes a voiced environment.  

Also of note is the fact that the children did not use the /ʃ/ at all in the word-initial 

position when the word was two syllables long. The word consistently de-affricated across the 

participants was “chair.” Most of the children used the palatal fricative, /ʃ/, when producing the 

word.  

Age did not appear to have an effect on the child’s use of the patterns in their 

productions. The older children were just as likely to use the productions as were the younger 

ones. However, the children’s comfort with English did seem to line up with their use of the 
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patterns. While many of the children were proficient in English, both according to researcher-

rating and parent-rating, some of the children were less comfortable in English and stated that 

they preferred to use Spanish, instead. Proficiency did not seem to have as large of an effect as 

comfort level. The children who had high rates of Spanish proficiency did not always use the 

dialectal patterns. Rather, the comfort level with Spanish seemed to have an effect on how often 

the child used one of the patterns, with higher comfort with Spanish corresponding to higher 

percentage of pattern usage.  

Below are two figures demonstrating the average percentage that /z/ was used in 

connected speech in comparison to the child’s comfort using English (Figure 1) and the average 

percentage that the initial /ʃ/ was used in connected speech in comparison to the child’s comfort 

using English (Figure 2).  In both Figures, the children were ranked by the researchers as least 

comfortable with English (1) to most comfortable (9). We determined this ranking based on the 

child’s reported preference for English (or not), their self-report of usage of English, and their 

proficiency in English. Note that the higher the child’s comfort with English, the less the child 

used the two patterns in his or her productions. We used Spearman Rank Order Correlations to 

determine the relation between the children’s comfort with the language and their usage of a 

pattern. There was a significant negative correlation between the percent of pattern usage for 

both of the dialectal patterns (i.e, /z/ : p < -.949; /ʃ/: p < -.803). 
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Figure 1. – Average Percentage of /z/ Use Compared to Comfort with English, With 1 being 

Least Comfortable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. – Average Percentage of /ʃ/ Use Compared to Comfort with English With 1 being Least 

Comfortable 
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Judgment 

The judgment results were inconclusive. Based on the results, the participants did not 

appear to understand the task. In most cases, the participants appeared to rely on the origin of the 

word to make a judgment rather than the speaker’s production. The participants consistently 

marked the control words that were not intended to contain a bias (i.e., grass, dog, lamp, and 

class) as ENGLISH, and would not use BOTH, even though a bilingual speaker would use these 

words, with the productions provided. While this by itself does not suggest that the participants 

did not fully understand the task, the decisions made regarding other words lend credence to this 

theory.  

Of particular interest are the judgments made regarding the Mainstream American 

English productions for the Spanish loan words. Recall that the recordings for these words used 

an exaggerated Mainstream American English pronunciation intended to be quickly identified as 

ENGLISH or NEITHER. The participants, however, did not uniformly select ENGLISH or 

NEITHER. Three of the words, “quesadilla,” “burrito,” and “tortilla” elicited a response of 

NEITHER or ENGLISH from most of the participants (n = 8), though for at least one of the 

words, two participants selected SPANISH or BOTH when listening to the stimuli for these 

words. Here, the majority of the participants likely did judge the production of the word because 

they attributed a Spanish word as being ENGLISH or NEITHER. These results suggest that the 

participants did not use the word’s origin to judge these words.  

However, in the case of “queso” and “saguaro,” the participants showed a trend that 

suggested that they made their judgments based on the word rather than the speaker. In the case 

of “queso” (pronounced “kay-so”), up to 50% of the participants selected SPANISH. The 

pronunciation is not one that would be seen in a native speaker of Spanish. Therefore, it should 
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have been easily recognized as ENGLISH or NEITHER. This suggests that a large number of the 

participants based their choice on the word’s origin rather than the speaker’s linguistic abilities. 

Notably, “queso” is the only word of the three that has an English equivalent, “cheese”. The 

presence of an English word might have led some of the participants to feel that the word 

“queso,” which does not exist in English, should be classified as Spanish.  

“Saguaro” created a different reaction than “queso,” but it too supports our theory that the 

children made a selection based on word origin. In the case of “saguaro,” at least four of the 

children consistently chose NEITHER when presented with the recorded word. One participant 

seemed confused when presented with the stimuli. It is likely that she was unfamiliar with the 

word and might have expected to hear “cactus” instead of “saguaro.” These results lend further 

credence to the idea that the participants did not understand the task.  

The target stimuli did elicit mixed responses, but a majority of the responses tended to be 

ENGLISH. The bilingual child speakers seemed to elicit a wider variety of responses than the 

adult speakers did, but the participants nonetheless preferred ENGLISH. Because the results 

were unreliable, we chose not to include them. We suspect that the set up of the training task 

might have led participants to misunderstand the task, and we were unable to catch the depth of 

the misunderstanding until we began to look at the results.  

Discussion 

Overall, the suspected dialectal features were seen in more than half of the children. This 

is a large amount of children given our sample size, especially given that we did not know 

whether or not the children used the dialectal patterns. While the sample size is small, it provides 

preliminary evidence that these dialectal features exist and are being used by children in the area.  
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The use of connected speech elicited patterns that were not previously seen in the single-

word productions of two of the participants, which suggests that a speaker from this community 

might be more likely to use the patterns in running speech rather than a structured, single-word 

task, such as the GFTA-II Given that most speech-language pathologists will collect a connected 

speech sample in addition to the single-words collected from a standardized test, it is important 

to know that a child might not demonstrate the pattern in a single-word context but might be 

more likely to do so in running speech. Additionally, a teacher who is not local to the area might 

refer a child due to the presence of the pattern in the classroom, where running speech is 

expected to occur.  

The appearance of the patterns across the stimuli does suggest that the participants were 

using the pattern based on phonological rules rather than a unique production limited to a single 

word. Two of the participants used a /z/ rather than an /s/ in “Susie’s,” “Caesar’s,” and 

“seasons.” Of the words, “seasons” seemed to be the most novel, and many of the children 

required multiple cues to remember the target word. The Mainstream American English 

production of “Caesar’s” is also likely to be novel in comparison to a Spanish production of the 

name (/sesars/). The novelty of the words provides further evidence that the participants applied 

a phonological pattern to their productions, as they were unfamiliar with the words and would 

not have been exposed to the production in their community. Therefore, the /s/ à /z/ pattern is 

not limited to a single word and demonstrates signs of being a phonological pattern. 

The two target words taken from the GFTA-2 (“scissors” and “chair”) were the two 

words most likely to elicit the targeted productions. The frequency of the pattern use in these 

words is notable due to the fact that the GFTA-2 examines a child’s ability to produce both the 

initial /s/ and /tʃ/ in these words, respectively. Due to this, a speech-language pathologist 
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unfamiliar with this dialect who administers the GFTA-2 will likely count the child’s dialectical 

productions against the child. This could lead to over-identification of a speech sound disorder, 

especially if the speech-language pathologist does not further probe the sounds3.  

The initial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern was seen in three of the nine participants during the single-

word task and four of nine participants during the connected speech sample. Based on the data 

collected from Casillas (2012), this pattern was not expected in the word-initial position. Rather, 

we would have expected to see this pattern in the medial position. The data collected from our 

study suggests that children from Nogales do use the pattern in an initial position, which is not a 

pattern that is documented on ASHA’s Phonemic Inventories Across Languages page, though it 

is documented in the sociolinguistic literature on Mexican Spanish. 

On that note, the controls in the /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern stimuli (i.e., the medial and final 

location of the /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ production) had an unexpected result from one of the children. Recall 

that the medial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern was expected based on the research done by Casillas (2012). It 

was not, however, expected based on the patterns that our lab observed, in which the initial /tʃ/ 

à /ʃ/ pattern was more frequent across bilingual participants. With that in mind, we had chosen 

the medial location as a control to the initial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ so that we could determine if the pattern 

would occur in other locations. While the medial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern predicted in Casillas (2012) 

paper was not seen in eight of the nine children, one of the participants used it in a high 

percentage of her utterances (i.e., 28.57% in connected speech). This participant’s results were 

unexpected, but do provide evidence that the medial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ pattern may occur in addition to 

the initial pattern.  

                                                
3 Note that the patterns do not occur in every instance of production, and that further probing of 
the child’s phonetic inventory might lead to the discovery that the child is able to produce the 
‘expected’ sound.  
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The patterns might be caused by the influence of the surrounding sounds in combination 

with cross-linguistic interaction. In the case of /s/ à /z/, we suspect that the former. It is likely 

that children are assimilating voicing quality (i.e., voiced or voiceless) of the initial sound to that 

of the environment following it. The children used this pattern when presented with a voiceless 

sibilant preceding an all-voiced environment. We saw instances of this in non-target words, such 

as “Susie” and “Caesar” (which did not contain the possessive marker used in the target words, 

“Susie’s” and “Caesar’s”). While these words had only two instances of sibilants compared to 

the three of the target words, we believe that the voicing of the preceding sounds leads to the 

voicing of a sound that should be unvoiced. This might explain why the children are over-

generalizing the /z/ when it does not appear in Spanish. It is possible that the voiced sound had 

greater salience due to the fact that was not a shared sound. Although this is contrary to how we 

usually expect cross-linguistic interaction to work, it is a possibility.  

The de-affrication could be a cross-linguistic effect from Spanish. In our sample, this 

pattern seems to be limited to a single syllable production and appears more commonly in words 

with a higher frequency (e.g., “chair” and “chin” in comparison to “church,” which is often 

referred to by its Spanish equivalent, “iglesia”).  

The patterns did not appear in every production made by the children. The scatterplots 

above (Figures 1 and 2) demonstrated how often the children used the patterns in their connected 

speech samples. In the children who used the patterns, we saw a range of densities for both the 

/z/ usage (16.17% to 80%) and the /ʃ/ usage (16.16% to 36.36%). Generally, the higher densities 

were seen in children who were more comfortable with Spanish than with English. Some of the 

children were consistent with their productions in certain words (i.e., “scissors” and “chair”), 

both in the single-word production and the connected speech task. More commonly, however, 
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the children used the pattern in a few instances but would return to the Mainstream American 

English production for their other productions.  

A child’s level of proficiency might have some role in the use of the dialectal features, 

but their comfort in using English likely had the largest role. In regards to proficiency, one 

participant in particular had a noticeably lower level of English proficiency than Spanish and was 

reported to use English much less frequently than she did Spanish (despite having siblings who 

preferred English). This participant had the highest usage of the patterns and was the only one of 

the nine to use the medial /tʃ/ à /ʃ/ production. This aligns with information provided 

anecdotally from members of the community that speakers with lower proficiency are more 

likely to use the patterns (G. Arizmendi, personal communication, April 28, 2018). However, 

this does not entirely account for those participants who had a high proficiency in English, but 

still demonstrated the patterns. Therefore, looking at the preference for language rather than the 

proficiency might provide more information regarding the use of the pattern. The participants 

who preferred English to Spanish, by self-report, were more often the ones who did not produce 

the patterns. The ones who preferred Spanish were more likely to be the ones who used the 

patterns, regardless of proficiency. 

The fact that preference influences the use of the pattern might have implications 

regarding the community’s perception of the dialect. However, we are unable to determine 

anything in regards to the community perception of the dialect, as the judgment task did not 

function as planned. The participants appeared to make judgments based on a word’s origin 

rather than the speaker’s production. This does not provide us with information regarding the 

perception of the dialect in the community. While the children passed the training for the 

judgment task, it was clear that the training did not adequately prepare them for the testing 
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portion of the task. This could be due to two reasons. First, the training standards could have 

been too lenient. All of the training items had at least two acceptable responses, which might 

have led to the children’s inability to understand the BOTH button. For example, “miss,” elicited 

ENGLISH rather than BOTH when the participants heard the monolingual speaker’s recording 

of the word. However, this was an accepted answer, as the bilingual speaker’s production 

consisted of /mis/, and was intended to be differentiated from the monolingual speaker’s 

production.  

It is also possible that the children were confused due to the fact that the task is not one 

that mirrors everyday experience. That is, it is not part of daily life to actively determine which 

pronunciations belong to speakers of different dialects (Creese & Blackledge, 2010). Children in 

a bilingual community have a flexible concept of language and will accept different forms of a 

word’s production, so long as the communicative intent is clear (Creese & Blackledge, 2010). By 

asking them to determine what type of speaker was producing which word, we might have been 

asking them to do a task that did not align with how a bilingual child might perceive the 

linguistic environments around them. 

Another reason for the failure of the training phase to adequately prepare the children for 

the testing phase might have been the words selected for the training. “Horchata” was used and 

it, like the other three Spanish words in the testing phase with a higher success rate in regards to 

identification, does not have an English equivalent. Note that eight of the nine children 

recognized the Mainstream American English dialect for “horchata” and chose ENGLISH, with 

the exception of one child who chose BOTH. This follows the pattern seen in “tortilla,” “burrito,’ 

and “quesadilla.” Overall, a more thorough training phase with more careful selection of words is 
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likely required so that the participants understand that they are making decision regarding the 

pronunciation rather than the word origin.  

Another factor worth consideration is the age of the participants who completed the 

judgment task. Some of the participants were seven to eight years of age. At this age, the 

children might not have developed the metalinguistic awareness necessary to complete a task 

such as this. It should be noted that the older participants (ages 13 and 17) also struggled with 

this task. Therefore, while the age requirement for the judgment task might need to be raised, the 

training itself is still problematic and needs to be remedied for future studies.  

Limitations 

The current information suggests that these patterns are likely dialectal, but more 

participants are needed before patterns between dialect density and preference for language can 

be determined. Recording responses with a higher quality microphone would be imperative for 

assessing the phonetic features of the production and allowing for additional reliable off-line 

judgment of productions. Additionally, future studies should attempt to recruit speakers with a 

wider variety of linguistic proficiencies, including monolingual English speakers, to determine 

whether or not the use of the dialectal patterns is: (1) more prominent in less proficient English 

speakers and, (2) if monolingual speakers also demonstrate the use of these patterns. Ideally, we 

will also include adult speakers from the community.  

Modifications need to be made to the judgment task in order to make it a valid test of 

dialectal awareness. As mentioned above, our training method for the judgment did not allow us 

to accurately determine whether or not a participant understood the task. This limited our study, 

as we were not able determine the community’s perception of the dialect and who could use it 
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(children, adults, males, females, or all of the above). Future work in this area would need to 

ensure that the training accurately communicates the task to the participants.  

 We suggest including more items for the participants to judge and using a wider variety 

of items (rather than just two words with different productions, as our training phase used). 

Specifically, we recommend that the participants be trained on the use of the BOTH button over 

ENGLISH or SPANISH. Our participants did not seem to understand the use of BOTH and 

preferred to use either ENGLISH or SPANISH. They might not have understood the concept that 

both types of speakers (monolingual and bilingual) could use a word, hence BOTH. 

Additionally, the testing phase could benefit from the inclusion of non-words that should elicit 

NEITHER as a response. We did not have items that required a response of NEITHER, and as 

such some of the participants might not have used the button as actively as they did the others.  

Conclusion 

Based on our results, it is clear that the suspected dialectal patterns are present to some 

degree in these children from Nogales, AZ. More than half of the children used a pattern that is 

never seen in typically-developing monolingual English-speaking speakers of Mainstream 

American English. We do not believe that either pattern should be considered disordered. As 

speech-language pathologists work to be more culturally and linguistically competent in their 

evaluations of children, we hope that our results will help clarify dialectal patterns that might 

otherwise be unfamiliar to these clinicians. Without proper documentation, children from this 

area are at risk for losing points on the GFTA-II or on connected speech samples due to their 

dialectal patterns, and a culturally competent clinician needs to be able to recognize that this is 

not a sign of a disorder. 
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Appendix A – Production Stimuli  

/s/ à /z/ 

Target Words Control Words 

Scissors Seats 

Seasons Cities 

Caesar’s Suits 

Susie’s Circles 

 

/tʃ/ à /ʃ/ 

Target Words (Initial) Control (Medial) Control (Final) 

Church Nachos Bench 

Chair Teacher Coach 

Chin Roaches Match 
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Appendix B – Connected Speech Story 

1. Susie went to church on Sunday.  
 

2. At church, Susie’s mother had her watch her little brother Caesar.  
 

3. During church, Susie checked on her brother and noticed something strange. 
 

4. Caesar had brought scissors with him! 
 

5. The child was using his scissors to cut chunks out of his shirt.  
  

6. Caesar’s clothes were full of holes! 
 

7. Susie had to take the scissors from Caesar.  
 

8. She hid them under her chair.  
 

9. Susie noticed Caesar playing with a new toy.  
 

10. Her brother had a box of matches!  
 

11. Caesar was dragging a match an inch away from his hand.  

 
12. Susie quickly snatched the matches and placed them with the scissors. 

 
13. She checked to make sure Caesar didn’t have anything else.  

 
14. When church was over, Susie’s mother noticed Caesar’s clothes. 

 
15. Then, she saw the box of matches in Susie’s hands. 
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16. Susie and Caesar both got in trouble! 

 
17. The children did not get their special snack after church. 

 
18. Susie was sad that she did not get her peaches. 

 
19. Susie’s mom chided Caesar while she made chicken for lunch. 

 
20. Caesar’s chin wobbled and he began to cry. 

 
21. Caesar’s mom rushed over to comfort him.  

 
22. Meanwhile, the chicken was catching on fire!  

 
23. The mom sighed -- there would be no chicken for lunch today. 

 
24.  The children got nachos for lunch. 

 
25.  Susie was excited - Peaches were good, but nachos were better! 

 

26. It turned out to be a good Sunday, after all.  
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Appendix C – Judgment Stimuli  

Word List 

/s/ à /z/ Words 

Susie’s Scissors 

/tʃ/ à /ʃ/ 

Church Nature 

Spanish Loan Words 

Burrito Tortilla 

Queso Quesadilla 

Saguaro  

Control Words 

Grass Dog 

Lamp Class 

 

Speaker Buttons  
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